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ABSTRACT
Memory-augmented neural networks (MANNs) provide better in-
ference performance in many tasks with the help of an external
memory. The recently developed differentiable neural computer
(DNC) is a MANN that has been shown to outperform in represent-
ing complicated data structures and learning long-term dependen-
cies. DNC’s higher performance is derived from new history-based
attention mechanisms in addition to the previously used content-
based attention mechanisms. History-based mechanisms require
a variety of new compute primitives and state memories, which
are not supported by existing neural network (NN) or MANN ac-
celerators. We present HiMA, a tiled, history-based memory ac-
cess engine with distributed memories in tiles. HiMA incorporates
a multi-mode network-on-chip (NoC) to reduce the communica-
tion latency and improve scalability. An optimal submatrix-wise
memory partition strategy is applied to reduce the amount of NoC
traffic; and a two-stage usage sort method leverages distributed
tiles to improve computation speed. To make HiMA fundamentally
scalable, we create a distributed version of DNC called DNC-D to
allow almost all memory operations to be applied to local memories
with trainable weighted summation to produce the global mem-
ory output. Two approximation techniques, usage skimming and
softmax approximation, are proposed to further enhance hardware
efficiency. HiMA prototypes are created in RTL and synthesized in a
40nm technology. By simulations, HiMA running DNC and DNC-D
demonstrates 6.47× and 39.1× higher speed, 22.8× and 164.3× better
area efficiency, and 6.1× and 61.2× better energy efficiency over the
state-of-the-art MANN accelerator. Compared to an Nvidia 3080Ti
GPU, HiMA demonstrates speedup by up to 437× and 2,646× when
running DNC and DNC-D, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The application of neural networks (NNs) have grown extensively
to many practical problems such as natural language processing
(NLP) [8], speech recognition [12] and computer vision (CV) [15].
In the case of NLP, the improvements come from the sequence
modeling capabilities of recurrent NNs (RNNs) [11] such as long
short-term memory (LSTM) [35] or gated recurrent units (GRU)
[6]. However, the performance of RNNs is limited by how long
memories can persist, because the dynamic states are intrinsically
embodied within the network. RNNs become less effective in tasks
like question answering (QA) [34] where relevant information for
the correct answers could be far away from where the questions
are asked. This motivated the development of memory-augmented
NNs (MANNs), a fully differentiable model that contains an isolated
external memory module that NNs can learn to store to and read
from when computing predicted outputs.

Such MANNs include memory network (MemNet and MemN2N)
[34, 38], dynamic memory network (DMN) [19], neural Turing
machine (NTM) [13] and differentiable neural computer (DNC)
[14]. Compared to traditional RNN/LSTM or recently developed
Transformer [36], MANNs outperform in tackling long-term de-
pendency problems and find many applications not only in NLP,
but also in graph modeling [2, 25], navigation [14, 32] and rein-
forcement learning [3, 7, 10]. Specifically, DMN uses a GRU as the
memory component. MemNet/MemN2N uses an external address-
able memory; however, neither memory content nor access history
is considered in the addressing. NTM enhances the performance by
using content-based soft write and read. An NTM can infer simple
algorithms such as copying or sorting. Subsequently, DNC extends
NTM by incorporating history-based attention mechanisms that
consider historical events when accessing external memory. This
allows DNC to achieve better performance than NTM in handling
long-term dependencies [14]. However, the enhanced performance
of DNC comes at a high computational cost, complex memory
operations, and specifically history-based attention mechanisms.

NN accelerators [1, 5, 20, 21, 26, 31] cannot run DNC due to the
lack of capability to handle elaborate memory operations. Com-
pared to NN accelerators that store weights, perform convolutions
and accumulate partial sums, DNC accelerators need to support
more complex and diverse workloads, including new primitives like
sorting and matrix transpose and a variety of new state memories
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to store access history that do not exist in NNs. MANN accelerators
for MemNets or NTM [17, 27, 28, 33] also cannot run DNC due to
the lack of support of DNC’s unique sorting primitive and new state
memories. The only way to run DNC using an existing accelerator
is to have it attached to a general-purpose CPU or GPU, which is
unlikely to deliver a high efficiency.

NTM accelerators only support content-based attention mech-
anisms. Specifically, X-MANN [28] implements external memory
using resistive crossbars. The performance gain relies on emerg-
ing devices that are not widely available. The recently developed
MANNA [33] proposed a network-on-chip (NoC) architecture for
NTM. MANNA’s distributed architecture provides more memory
bandwidth and compute parallelism, but its H-tree NoC still incurs
a traffic bottleneck when running DNC’s history-based attention
mechanisms. DNC accelerators have been developed recently [4, 30].
In [4], the efficiency mainly comes from analog-based processing
elements such as analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), which are
more sensitive to variations and noise, and less portable between
process technologies. These designs all followed a centralized ar-
chitecture for memory access and compute, which could lead to
poor scalability when memory size increases. Operations may need
to be serialized, degrading both speed and latency.

We present HiMA, a History-based Memory Access engine to
efficiently accelerate DNC memory operations. To the best of our
knowledge, HiMA is the first distributed, tiled architecture that
supports all DNC features. History-based attention mechanisms
introduce a variety of new primitives and state memories, requiring
access to various memories concurrently and incurring complex
traffic in an NoC architecture. HiMA focuses on distributed pro-
cessing of DNC and optimizing NoC traffic to enhance scalability.
We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:

• Scalable Multi-Mode NoC. We study the DNC computation
and memory access profile, especially history-based atten-
tion mechanisms. Based on the analysis, a multi-mode NoC
is designed to adapt to DNC’s traffic profile, improving both
traffic latency and scalability.

• Optimized Memory Partition. Conventional row or column-
wise partition is suboptimal for DNC’s new state memories.
We consider both content-based and history-based mecha-
nisms and propose a submatrix-wise partition to reduce NoC
traffic.

• Distributed and Efficiency-Enhanced Kernels. Both memory
and memory operations are distributed to tiles using a new
distributed DNC (DNC-D) model. The distributed computa-
tional kernels minimize the NoC traffic and provide a higher
parallelism. We propose local-global two-stage sort, usage
skimming, and softmax approximation to reduce the com-
plexity and improve the computational efficiency.

Prototypes of HiMA are implemented in RTL and synthesized in
a 40nm technology. HiMA running DNC and DNC-D demonstrates
up to 6.47× and 39.1× improvements in speed, 22.8× and 164.3×
improvements in area efficiency, and 6.1× and 61.2× improvements
in energy efficiency, respectively, overMANNA, the state-of-the-art
MANN accelerator for NTM. Compared to an Nvidia 3080Ti GPU,
HiMA shortens the inference time by up to 437× and 2,646× when
running DNC and DNC-D.
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Figure 1: LSTM and memory-augmented neural network.

2 BACKGROUND
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [29] such as LSTMs [16] extend
feedforward DNNs by introducing recurrent connections, thereby
allowing the networks to store dynamic states across iterations of
inputs. Let xt be the input and yt be the output at time t , an LSTM
is composed of a chain of LSTM cells, denoted by A, as shown in
Figure 1. The introduction of dynamic state has benefited domains
which require remembering of event sequences, such as QA in NLP.
However, the amount of information that can be stored in the net-
work is bounded by the size of the underlying network. Therefore
LSTM lacks the scalability to handle complicated sequence events
with long-term dependencies.

To address the scaling problem of LSTM, MANNs have been pro-
posed as shown in Figure 1. A memory unit is connected to an NN
(typically an LSTM) and the external memory1 can be accessed by
attention-based mechanisms through soft read and soft write heads.
Specifically, at time t the LSTM sends an interface vector vit to the
memory unit and receives a read vector vrt from the memory unit.
In this way, the dynamic state can be explicitly decoupled from the
neural network. NTM [13] is a MANN that outperforms LSTM by
employing content-based soft write and read to access the memory,
a form of attention mechanism. However, memory access history
is completely discarded in memory slot selection and weighting.
DNC [14] extends NTM and the memory is accessed based on both
memory content and memory access history. History-based atten-
tion mechanisms allow DNC to achieve much better performance
than NTM, but also introduce complex memory manipulations and
a variety of new state memories as highlighted in Figure 1.

2.1 Differentiable Neural Computer
In this work, we focus on DNC memory unit where elaborate mem-
ory operations take place. The DNC inference dataflow and mathe-
matical descriptions of the operations are shown in Figure 2. Com-
pared to other variants of MANNs such as NTM or MemNet, DNC
is the only model that incorporates history-based memory access.
The NN (e.g., LSTM) sends an input to the memory unit, known as
the interface vector vi , including the necessary access information
1In the context of MANN, an external memory refers to a memory external to the NN
(e.g., LSTM) that stores data.
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Figure 2: DNC inference dataflow: history-based and content-based memory access in DNC memory unit.

such as write key kw , read key kr or write vector vw . The memory
unit returns the read vector vr . Suppose the memory M is mod-
eled as a N ×W matrix (N > W ) and the number of read heads
(i.e., number of parallel reads) is R, we provide a brief operational
explanation of the DNC soft write and soft read.

2.1.1 Soft Write. As illustrated in Figure 2, soft write is done in
two steps: 1) compute write weightingww , and 2) memory write,
i.e., apply the weighting ww to the values (write vector vw and
erase vector ve ) and write them to memory.

In DNC, the write weighting is a combination of content-based
weighting and history-based weighting. The content-based weight-
ing is inherited from NTM, and it is based on the similarity to the
write key. Mathematically, the memory entriesM[i, ·] and the write
key kw are first normalized, and the similarity between the two is
computed as the content-based write weightingwu .

The history-based weighting is brand new in DNC. DNC en-
hances the selection of memory cells by biasing towards those that
are most recently read from (based on read weightingwr from the
previous time step), least recently written to (based on write weight-
ing ww from the previous time step), or deemed inconsequential
(based on free gate дf ). The history-based weighting is computed
in three steps: 1) the retention vectorψ is first calculated based on
the free gate дf and the read weighting wr ; 2) the usage vector u
is updated based on the retention vector and the write weighting
ww , and then sorted; and 3) the history-based write weightingwa

is computed by accumulating the product of the sorted usage. The
content-based weightingwu and the history-based weightingwa

are combined to obtain the write weightingww .

2.1.2 Soft Read. Soft read is done in two steps: 1) compute read
weightingwr , and 2) memory read, i.e., apply the weightingwr to
memoryM to obtain the read vector vr .

Similar to soft write, soft read combines both content-based
weighting and history-based weighting. The content-based read
weighting ru is computed in the same way as the content-based
write weighting. The history-based read weighting is computed
in three steps: 1) the write weighting ww is first expanded to an
N × N matrix to derive linkage matrix L. The linkage tracks the
order in which memory locations are written to; 2) the precedence
vector p is updated to track the degree each memory entry is most
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(a) Centra lized architec ture [4] (b) H-tree NoC architecture [33]
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Figure 3: Centralized-memory architecture [4] and tiled ar-
chitecture [33] for accelerating MANN’s memory unit.

recently written to; and 2) a forward and backward pass is used to
merge the read weightingwr from the previous time step with the
linkage matrix L, as well as the content-based read weighting ru to
update the read weightingwr .

2.2 State-of-the-art MANN Accelerators
Conventional NN or matrix multiplication accelerators do not fully
support DNC because they lack the primitives including sorting and
matrix transpose, and miss a specialized memory unit to support a
variety of state memories. MANN accelerators [4, 17, 27, 28, 30, 33]
have been proposed for MANN’s memory unit. The memory unit
receives an input interface vector from an NN accelerator that
executes LSTM inference. In performing the inference, the NN
accelerator may communicate with off-chip DRAMs.

Here we focus on NTM and DNC accelerators that support both
soft write and soft read and omit simpler accelerators that do not
come with such support. Some NTM and DNC accelerators use a
centralized-memory architecture [4, 28, 30] as shown in Figure 3(a).
In particular, [4, 28] improve the memory access efficiency by intro-
ducing in-memory compute through resistive crossbar or analog
operations. However, the centralized memory ultimately limits the
bandwidth and parallelism available, and the emerging devices and
custom mixed-signal circuits are not yet practical for sufficiently
large memory sizes.

MANNA [33] introduces the first tiled NoC architecture as shown
in Figure 3(b) to solve the bandwidth and parallelism limitation.
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Table 1: Analysis of DNC Kernels

Type Category Kernel Name Key Primitives Ext. Mem State Mem Total NoC
Access Access Traffic

Access
Kernels

Content-based
Weighting

Normalize inner-prod O(NW ) O(W ) O(NtN )

Similarity inner-prod O(NW ) O(W ) O(Nt )

Memory
Access

Memory Write el-add/sub/mult, outer-prod O(NW ) O(N ) O(NtN )

Memory Read transpose, mat-vec mult O(NW ) O(N ) O(NtNW )

State
Kernels
(New in
DNC)

History-based
Write

Weighting

Retention el-mult, vec acc-prod No O(RN ) No
Usage el-add/sub/mult No O(N ) No

Usage Sort sort (Section 4.3) No O(N ) O(N )

Allocation vec acc-prod No O(N ) O(Nt )

Wr. Weight Merge el-add/sub No O(N ) No

History-based
Read

Weighting

Linkage mat expand, outer-prod, No O(N 2) O(NtN )
el-add/sub/mult

Precedence el-add, vec acc-sum No O(N ) O(Nt )

Forward-backward transpose, mat-vec mult No O(N 2) O(NtN
2)

Rd. Weight Merge el-add No O(RN ) No

MANNA contains two types of tiles: processing tile (PT) which in-
cludes external memory sub-banks and the associated compute
units, and controller tile (CT) which includes top-level processing
units to distribute information to the PTs and collect results from
the PTs. Designed for NTM,MANNA cannot run DNC due to the lack
of support for new primitives like sorting and new state memories
for maintaining access history.MANNA’s H-tree NoC also becomes
less efficient in carrying inter-tile communication when the PT
count increases. The inefficiency is exacerbated by DNC’s history-
based attention mechanisms that inject complex traffic patterns
onto the NoC, limiting its scalability as seen in Figure 5(d).

3 ANALYSIS OF DNC KERNELS
We first analyze DNC’s memory access and computational profile,
followed by a simulation study of DNC running bAbI dataset [37]
on CPU and GPU.

3.1 Theoretical Kernel Analysis
Table 1 lists DNC’s computational kernels with their corresponding
primitives, associated memory access complexity and the NoC
traffic condition when mapped to a tiled architecture. Recall that
the external memory M is modeled as a N ×W matrix (N > W )
and the number of read heads is R. Let Nt be the number of tiles
in a tiled architecture. We categorize DNC kernels into two types:
1) state kernels for maintaining memory states and determining
how the external memory is accessed, and 2) access kernels that do
not maintain states and perform the actual access to the external
memory. NTM only needs access kernels, while DNC requires a
variety of new state kernels to support history-based mechanisms.
These new state kernels impose critical challenges:

• Computation: Kernels such as usage sort and forward-backward
require compute-intense large-scale data sorting ofO(N logN )

complexity (assume merge sort) or matrix-vector multiplica-
tion of O(N 2) complexity, which can be major bottlenecks.

• MemoryAccess: Kernels such as linkage and forward-backward
require O(N 2) accesses to the new linkage memory, which
easily surpass the memory access by the access kernels used
by other MANNs like NTM.

• NoC Traffic: In a tiled architecture, some kernels such as
linkage rely on inter-tile traffic. The amount of NoC traffic
can be as high as O(NtN

2) depending on state and external
memory partitions, and the traffic pattern is non-uniform
over time and space due to the different primitives and state
memories involved.

The challenges require designing an efficient NoC and memory
organization, maximizing distributed processing, and providing
efficient computational kernels such as sort.

3.2 Kernel Runtime Analysis
We simulated DNC inference on an Nvidia 3080Ti GPU and an
Intel Core i7-9700K CPU using the bAbI dataset [37] in NLP. The
bAbI dataset consists of 20 tasks. Each task is independent of the
others, tests one aspect of an intended NLP behavior and includes
as many as 10,000 QA examples. It is the only publicly available
and practically meaningful dataset to date to demonstrate DNC’s
performance. In our experiments, we ran tasks in the bAbI dataset
and recorded the average runtime. Figure 4 captures runtime break-
down of DNC kernels in different categories. The average GPU
inference time is 5.16 ms/test, 2.12× faster than the 10.94 ms/test
inference time on the CPU. On both the GPU and the CPU, the
NN (an LSTM) takes less than 5% of the total runtime, while the
memory unit takes more than 95% of the total runtime. It highlights
the need of a memory access engine for DNC. Additional insights can
be derived from the kernel runtime shown in Figure 4.

• History-based write weighting, including retention, usage
sort and allocation, accounts for 72% of the runtime on the
GPU. A possible explanation is that GPU is not well suited
for speeding up large-scale sorting.
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Figure 4: Kernel runtime breakdown on CPU/GPU for the
bAbI dataset. The external memory size is N ×W = 1024× 64
and the LSTM is 1-layer of size 256.

• History-based read weighting, including linkage and prece-
dence, relies on vector and matrix operations that can be
extensively parallelized by the GPU. This part uses only 9%
of the GPU’s runtime.

• Content-based write/read weighting, including normaliza-
tion and similarity, involvesmanymultiply-accumulate (MAC)
and softmax operations. It costs 12% of the runtime on the
GPU and 22% on the CPU, but it is not the dominant part on
either platform.

• Memory write and read2 are much faster on the GPU (4% of
the runtime) than on the CPU (53% of the runtime), because
they are dominated by parallelizable weighting operations
using MAC arrays.

The results show that improving the DNC performance requires
both optimized computational kernels such as sort and highly paral-
lel matrix operations. Another consideration is that GPU and CPU
follow a centralized-memory architecture and high premiums in
power and area are paid in sustaining a high-bandwidth interface
and a versatile memory hierarchy. In designing an accelerator tar-
geting high performance, high energy efficiency and low cost, a
distributed, tiled architecture is the preferred approach.

4 HIMA ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
HiMA is a memory access engine that follows a distributed, tiled
architecture that consists of one CT and many PTs with an NoC
linking the tiles. Based on kernel analysis and simulation results,
we summarize HiMA’s architectural design goals:

• Scalable and versatile NoC: A fixed NoC is sub-optimal for
the complex NoC traffic by DNC’s unique state kernels. The
H-tree NoC in [33] suffers from traffic saturation with more
than 8 tiles as shown in Figure 5(d). A more scalable NoC
that supports DNC’s versatile kernels is desired.

• Efficient memory partition: DNC’s external memory is large,
and its state memories can be even larger. For example, the
linkage matrix requires a memory of N × N (N > W ). A
strategy is needed to partition large external and state mem-
ories and distribute them to tiles with the goal of minimizing
the NoC traffic amount when executing DNC kernels.

• Distributed compute kernels: DNC’s kernels are ideally dis-
tributed to the tiles. The sort kernel is especially important.

2In the context of DNC, memory write and memory read are not simply write to or
read from memory. Applying write weighting to data before write to memory and
applying read weighting to data read from memory are the dominant operations in
memory write and memory read, respectively.

It is a performance bottleneck and it is not supported by ex-
isting NN/MANN accelerators [1, 5, 17, 20, 21, 26–28, 31, 33].
The goal is to distribute such kernels along with memory to
tiles, while minimizing the NoC traffic amount.

4.1 Scalable Multi-Mode NoC
Reconfigurable NoCs have been proposed for DNN accelerators
for different tensor sizes. Specifically, MAERI [22] and HERALD [21]
employ a multi-layer binary tree as show in Figure 5(a) with con-
figurable interconnects between adjacent sub-trees at each level.
These designs are suitable for DNN’s reduction, collection and
multi-cast dataflows. They are however sub-optimal for DNC’s di-
verse traffic patterns, especially for transpose and matrix-vector
multiplication that require communications between distant tiles.
Data transfer between two distant tiles may need to pass through
their mutual root tile, which can become a traffic congestion point
that drastically increases the inter-tile communication latency. The
H-tree NoC demonstrated byMANNA [33] was designed for access
kernels that require only two types of inter-tile communication:
1) broadcast of interface vectors from CT to PTs, and collection of
read vectors from the PTs; and 2) transfer of submatrices of the
external memory and partial sums between PTs for transpose and
matrix-vector multiplication. In implementing the access kernels,
the H-tree NoC does not present a bottleneck up to 16 tiles [33].

For history-based memory access, the new state kernels intro-
duce far more inter-tile traffic and a diverse traffic profile. To see
the suitability of the H-tree NoC and the multi-layer binary tree, we
mapped DNC to a tiled architecture utilizing these two NoCs. To
check scalability, we simulated the speedup by increasing the num-
ber of PTs. Here we assume ideal CT and PTs where the memory
bandwidth or the computational parallelism do not present bottle-
necks, and ideal routers that can handle any traffic congestion by
stalling. Figure 5(d) shows that the speedup starts to saturate be-
yond the 8 tiles for both NoCs. The H-tree NoC [33] requires traffic
between two tiles to go through their mutual root tile, as show in
Figure 5(b), resulting in traffic congestion at highest root node for
the distant pairs of PTs. The binary-tree NoC [22] is an enhanced H-
tree by additional interconnects between adjacent sub-trees at each
level, as shown in Figure 5(a). It outperforms the H-tree slightly,
but its scalability still saturates at a low level. We analyze the traffic
profile of DNC primitives and the suitable NoC topologies.

• Interface vector broadcast, read vector collection and sorting
require only CT-PT traffic. A star NoC is the most suitable,
where all PTs are connected directly to the CTwith a distance
of 1 hop. However, the CT needs a complex router and can
become a traffic congestion point with increasing PT count,
limiting scalability.

• Accumulation of products or sums and vector inner product
require sending accumulated results from one PT to the next
PT. A ring NoC is the most suitable.

• Matrix transpose requires transferring on-tile submatrices
to other tiles along diagonals, as shown in Figure 5(c). A
diagonally-connected NoC is suitable.

• Matrix vector multiplication and vector outer product re-
quire each tile to send its local submatrices to all other tiles
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Figure 5: Scalable and Multi-Mode HiMA-NoC.

for computation. A full-duplex mesh NoC is the most suit-
able. However, the scalability of a full-duplex mesh is even
worse than the star NoC, because every tile, not only CT,
can become a traffic congestion point.

The analysis shows that a fixed NoC topology does not meet
DNC’s diverse traffic profile. We propose a multi-mode NoC, named
HiMA-NoC, to shorten the transfer distance, reduce the traffic con-
gestion and enhance the scalability. Figure 5(c) shows an example
HiMA-NoC for 5×5 tiles. It is made by adding diagonal connections
in a mesh NoC. The worst-case inter-tile transfer distance is kept
to 4 hops in the 5×5 example. Compared to a fixed NoC that im-
proves traffic conditions for some primitives but worsens for others,
HiMA-NoC can be configured in run time to efficiently support
different traffic patterns through multi-mode routers (Section 6).
Using the same simulation setup, HiMA-NoC provides a more scal-
able speedup than the fixed H-tree, mesh or star NoC, as shown in
Figure 5(d). Note that HiMA-NoC does not reduce the amount of
traffic, but enhances the tile-to-tile communication latency.

4.2 Submatrix-wise Memory Partition
DNC’s external memory and state memories need to be partitioned
and distributed to the tiles. The partition affects the available access
bandwidth, the achievable compute parallelism, and the amount
and the patterns of inter-tile data communication. SIMBA[31], a state-
of-the-art distributed NN accelerator, distributes weights to tiles
and efficiently supports convolution and FC workloads for DNNs.

MANNA [33] partitions external memory row-wise so that each PT re-
ceives N /Nt rows of the external memory, where Nt is the number
of PTs. MANNA does not support state memories.

HiMA’s memory partitions are designed for external memory
and new state memories that are nonexistent in NNs or other vari-
ants of MANNs like NTM. DNC requires access to various memories
concurrently, and the traffic patterns are non-uniform depending
on the primitives that are running. There need to be more consid-
erations on memory partition to reduce the amount of traffic.

4.2.1 External Memory Partition. The external memory is accessed
by the access kernels, first in computing content-based weighting
including normalization and similarity, followed by memory write
or read. Figure 6(a) illustrates three possible external memory parti-
tions and the inter-tile traffic patterns in computing content-based
weighting for a small example of Nt = 4 tiles.

The row-wise partition of the external memory eliminates inter-
tile transfer for normalization because normalization is computed
on a row of memory, which are stored in the same PT. When calcu-
lating similarity, one PT produces only a partial sum (psum), and
it collects the psums from the rest of Nt − 1 PTs to compute the
global sum, followed by scaling and softmax. The softmax result is
then distributed to the Nt − 1 PTs. Hence the number of inter-tile
transfers is 2(Nt − 1). Alternatively, if we follow the column-wise
partition of the external memory, normalization requires 2N (Nt −1)
inter-tile transfers, but similarity can be computed locally.

The row-wise and column-wise partitions can be viewed as
special cases of a generalized submatrix-wise partition where the
external memory is divided into Nh

t block rows and Nw
t block

columns, where Nt = Nh
t × Nw

t . As shown in Figure 6(a), using
submatrix-wise partition, normalization and similarity calculations
cost 2N (Nw

t − 1) and 2(Nh
t − 1) inter-tile transfers, respectively.

Based on Eq. (1) and given N ≫ Nt , to minimize the inter-tile traf-
fic, Nw

t = 1 and Nh
t = Nt . In other words, the row-wise partition of

the external memory costs the minimum inter-tile traffic in computing
content-based weighting.

argmin
N h
t ,N

w
t

(
2N (Nw

t − 1) + 2(Nh
t − 1)

)
(1)

The memory write to the external memory requires element-
wise operations that can be executed locally by PTs in parallel. The
memory read from the external memory requires inter-tile traf-
fic to support matrix transpose and matrix-vector multiplication.
Figure 6(b) illustrates the inter-tile transfer patterns. Similarly, the
optimal partition for matrix transpose and matrix-vector multipli-
cation can be derived as Eq. (2).

argmin
N h
t ,N

w
t

(
Nw
t (Nw

t − 1)N
Nt

+W (Nh
t − 1)

)
(2)

Figure 6(c) illustrates the external memory partition choices
and the impact on inter-tile traffic of memory read kernel for a
N ×W = 1024 × 64 used in running the bAbI dataset. The five
sets of curves correspond to different number of tiles Nt , and they
cover a range of Nw

t choices. Due to the quadratic dependence
on Nw

t , Nw
t should generally be kept low to reduce the inter-tile

transfers. Therefore, the row-wise partition of the external memory
is advantageous for minimizing the inter-tile traffic in memory read.
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4.2.2 State Memory Partition. The state kernels require a set of
state memories: usage, linkage, precedence, write weight and read
weight. State memories of size N (usage, precedence, write weight)
or N × R (read weight) can be straightforwardly partitioned to
N /Nt or N /Nt × R parts and distributed to the Nt PTs.

The linkage memory, on the other hand, has a size of N × N .
The linkage memory is used by the forward-backward kernel in
computing matrix transpose and matrix-vector multiplication. The
inter-tile transfer patterns look similar to Figure 6(b), except that
the input matrix is N × N instead of N ×W . Similarly, we find the
number of inter-tile transfers based on the generalized submatrix-
wise partition and formulate the optimization in Eq. (3).

argmin
N h
t ,N

w
t

(
Nh
t (N

h
t − 1)
Nt

+ Nw
t︸                   ︷︷                   ︸

Forward

+
Nw
t (Nw

t − 1)
Nt

+ Nh
t︸                   ︷︷                   ︸

Backward

)
(3)

The partition choices and the impact on inter-tile traffic of
forward-backward kernel are plotted in Figure 6(d) for a N ×W =
1024× 64 external memory. The results show that both the low-end
of Nw

t (corresponds to row-wise partition, or transfer psums) and
the high-end ofNw

t (corresponds to column-wise partition, or trans-
fer matrix elements) are suboptimal. The minimum inter-tile traffic
is in between. As an example, for Nt = 16, the optimal submatrix
partition for the linkage memory is Nh

t × Nw
t = 4 × 4.

4.3 Two-Stage Usage Sort
Usage vector sort is a bottleneck primitive. In HiMA, the usage
vector is distributed and stored in parts on the PTs. A conventional
solution using centralized merge sort [4], as shown in Figure 7(a),
takes N logN cycles for a length-N usage vector. To achieve a lower
latency, we propose a local-global two-stage sort for the distributed
tile architecture: 1) a local usage vector of size n = N /Nt is first
sorted by each PT, 2) global merge sort by CT to combine Nt sorted
local usage vectors.

We illustrate the two-stage sort for an example of Nt = 4 tiles
and an external memory of N = 1024 rows. Each PT keeps a local
usage vector of length n = 256. In stage 1 in each PT, a local usage
vector is reshaped into a P × P matrix where P = ⌈

√
n⌉ = 16. We

apply a fast multi-dimensional sorting algorithm (MDSA) [24] to
complete the local sort in only 6 phases. The 2D MDSA sorter is
illustrated in Figure 7(b), which is composed of a P × P register
file (RF) and a P-input dual-mode pipelined bitonic sorter (DPBS)
[24] supporting both ascending and descending order. The 16-input
DPBS can be pipelined into DDPBS = 5 stages. A length n = 256
local usage vector can be sorted in only 6 × (P + DDPBS ) = 126
cycles.
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Figure 8: Illustration of memory operation in DNC and dis-
tributed execution in DNC-D.

In stage 2, sorted local usage vectors are sent from PTs to CT for
global merge sort. CT utilizes Nt memory banks to store the local
usage vectors. We apply an Nt -input parallel merge sorter (PMS)
[23] in CT to support Nt outputs per cycle, which are to be written
back to the corresponding PTs as shown in Figure 7(b). The pointers
are updated to keep track of the status of each memory bank. The 4-
input PMS can be pipelined intoDPMS = 7 stages. The global merge
sort for the exampleNt = 4 takes onlyn+DPMS = 263 cycles. With
the proposed local-global two-stage sort, usage sort computation
latency is reduced to only 6×(P +DDPBS )+n+DPMS = 389 cycles
compared to N logN cycles for the centralized merge sort.

5 ALGORITHMIC TECHNIQUES
A distributed, tiled architecture provides more opportunities for
parallel processing. However, only a subset of DNC primitives like
element-wise operations can take the full advantage of distributed
processing, while most of the primitives need to operate on the
entire external memory or the entire state memories, resulting in ex-
cessive traffic and limited hardware scalability. We aim to distribute
most of the processing to individual PTs by presenting a distributed
version of the DNC model named DNC-D, while minimizing the
accuracy loss over DNC.

5.1 Distributed Execution for DNC
In DNC, the LSTM provides an interface vector to the memory unit
as the input and receives a read vector as the output. As shown in
Figure 8, in DNC-D the LSTM provides a sub interface vector to
each distributed PT instead of broadcasting one global interface
vector to all the PTs. Soft read and soft write are executed locally on
each PT’s local portion of the external memory and state memories.

DNC-D could degrade the inference accuracy. To minimize the
loss, we introduce a weighted sum to merge the Nt output read
vectors vri from the PTs, where i ∈ {1, ...,Nt }, and compute the
final read vector vr as output to the LSTM as (4) below:

vr =

Nt∑
i=1

αri v
r
i , (4)

where the trainable weights αri ∈ [0, 1] are determined by the LSTM.
The distributed execution offers several advantages: 1) it eliminates
the inter-PT communication, 2) it reduces the computations on PTs
related to inter-PT data, and 3) it removes the global sort. Without
any inter-PT traffic, HiMA achieves nearly optimal speedup scal-
ing as shown in Figure 5(d). In Section 7, we study the improved
hardware efficiency and the accuracy loss of DNC-D.

5.2 Approximation Techniques
We introduce two optional approximation techniques to further
reduce the compute complexity.

Usage Skimming: The usage vectors are collected in computing
the write allocation. In practice, we observe that the least signif-
icant usage entries have little effect on computation of the write
allocation. We propose usage skimming to discard the K smallest
usage entries. Usage skimming reduces the complexity of usage
sort and write allocation proportionally. In Section 7, we evaluate
the inference accuracy impact of usage skimming and show the
hardware efficiency improvements.

SoftmaxApproximation: Softmax is a timing-critical compute
block. State-of-the-art softmax approximations include look-up-
table (LUT) based [18] or piece-wise linear approximation (PLA)
based [9] exponential function. The drawback of the LUT-based
is that the number of entries in the table increases exponentially
with the input bit width. We combine PLA and LUT approaches:
we apply the PLA-based approximation with a small number of
line pieces, each of which is an affine function with a slope; and we
utilize a LUT of affine functions to store the corresponding function
parameters. The design costs only 1 multiply and 1 add.

6 HIMA PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
Putting everything together, the HiMA architecture is depicted in
Figure 9. It is composed of a CT with surrounding PTs connected
via HiMA-NoC. HiMA incorporates all the architectural features
and the optional algorithmic features.

Controller Tile: CT contains the LSTM and it also executes
kernels that require global-level processing. An LSTM implemen-
tation employed by [33] is used in this work and it handles the
LSTM inference and communication with off-chip memories. The
CT design is illustrated in Figure 9. It sends the interface vectors to
the PTs and collects the read vectors from the PTs through routers.
The global usage buffers and merge sorter are employed for the
2nd-stage usage sort. Note that using DNC-D, the distributed DNC
model, the 2nd-stage usage sort can be eliminated for smaller area.

Processing Tile: A PT’s memory system consists of an external
memory bank and state memory banks for linkage, precedence,
usage, read weighting and writing weighting. The memory parti-
tions are determined based on the submatrix-wise partitions. PT’s
compute modules support vector and matrix operations for the
primitives outlined in Table 1. Two matrix buffers hold the data for
processing from the on-PT memories, the PT router or the interface
collector. A matrix buffer loader is used to format and store the
data to the corresponding buffers. A matrix-matrix engine (M-M
engine) is developed to perform matrix and vector operations. The
M-M engine is made of an array of processing elements (PEs) with
a configurable processing tree (CPT) to support different sizes of
vectors and matrices.

Each PE consists of a small RF to hold the intermediate values.
The PE design supports bypass, add, multiply, multiply-then-add
or add-then-multiply modes. The CPT consists of multiple stages
of compute cells (CPT cells) including adders, multipliers, special
function units (SFUs) and bypass routes. It follows a binary tree
for reduction and enables faster accumulation. PT also includes a
length-N /Nt MDSA sorter for on-tile usage sorting. The proposed
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Figure 9: HiMA architecture and CT/PT designs.

architecture provides parallelism through the PE array and the
multi-entry RF inside a PE. The size of PE array, the depth of RF
inside PE, and the number of CPT stages can be scaled up to provide
a higher degree of parallelism.

Multi-Mode NoC Router: Figure 9 illustrates the 8-way multi-
mode router that supports different HiMA-NoC modes specified in
Figure 5. In addition to the conventional router logic and buffers,
input/output ports are controlled by on/off switches to enable
traffic only in certain directions. For example, only the east/west
ports are enabled for the inner tiles in the ring mode; and only
the northeast/southwest ports are enabled in the diagonal mode.
Feed-through single-cycle transfer is enabled when the input buffer
in the forward direction is empty, bypassing router logic and re-
ducing the latency for non-congested tiles. The multi-mode router
is implemented by route LUTs specifically designed to support the
proposedmodes and a controller that monitors the buffer conditions
and generates control signals for each mode.

7 EVALUATIONS AND BENCHMARKING
We developed a parameterized RTL simulator for HiMA to evaluate
its silicon area, inference speed and power consumption. All designs
utilize a 32-bit precision for a fair comparison with state-of-the-
art MANN accelerators [4, 33]. We verified the designs against a
functional model of DNC in Python at kernel level as well as system
level. To estimate area, we synthesized designs at a 500 MHz clock
frequency in a 40nmCMOS technology.We used Ansys PowerArtist
to obtain power measurements of executing DNC kernels based on
switching activities.

The HiMA-baseline architecture employs the H-tree NoC used in
[33]. Proposed architectural features, including HiMA NoC, the op-
timized submatrix-wise memory partition and the two-stage usage
sort, are incorporated in the optimized HiMA architectures. HiMA
can be further enhanced by the DNC-D model, the usage skimming
and the softmax approximation. Based on the architectural and
algorithmic features, we create two HiMA architectural prototypes,
HiMA-DNC that runs DNC and HiMA-DNC-D that runs DNC-D.
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Figure 10: DNC-D inference error over DNC for 20 tasks of
the bAbI dataset.

Each prototype is equipped with Nt = 16 PTs and 1 CT, and sup-
ports an external memory of size up to N ×W = 1024 × 64 for
processing the bAbI dataset.

7.1 Inference Accuracy
To evaluate the inference accuracy of the DNC-D model, we per-
formed simulations using the bAbI dataset and report the error
rates over DNC across 20 benchmark tasks in Figure 10. The error
rate of the DNC-D model increases with the number of distributed
tiles Nt . If Nt is capped at 32, the average error rate of DNC-D is
kept below 6% over DNC. With a usage skimming rate of K = 20%
and Nt = 16, DNC-D demonstrates an error rate of 5.8% higher
than DNC. Further increasing the skimming rate to 50% increases
the error rate above 15% over DNC. The proposed algorithmic fea-
tures trade inference accuracy for a higher hardware efficiency. One
can select Nt based on the accuracy tolerance. Parameters used in
approximations can be selected based on simulations.
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Figure 11: HiMA speed, silicon area and power (Nt = 16).

7.2 Inference Speed
Figure 11(a) itemizes the inference speedup after steps of archi-
tectural optimizations over a HiMA-baseline (Nt = 16): 1) the
two-stage sort provides a 1.12× speedup over the HiMA-baseline;
2) replacing the H-tree NoC in the HiMA-baseline by the multi-
mode HiMA-NoC reduces the communication latency and improves
the inference speed to 1.23× over the baseline. The improvement
is mainly due to run time savings of traffic-intensive kernels in-
volving matrix transpose and matrix-vector multiplications, such
as linkage, forward-backward and memory read; 3) applying the
submatrix-wise partition increases the inference speed to 1.39×
over the baseline, where the speedup is mainly attributed to the
reduced traffic amount. These improvements are based on archi-
tectural features only. The architecturally optimized HiMA-DNC
achieves an inference time of 11.8 µs per test. Figure 11(b) shows
the kernel run time breakdown in executing DNC. History-based
write weighting and read weighting are the most significant, taking
24% and 33% of the run time, respectively.

To further improve the speed, we can apply DNC-D with dis-
tributed execution (Nt = 16). HiMA-DNC-D achieves a 8.3× in-
ference speedup over the baseline as shown in Figure 11(a). The
improvement is due to several factors: 1) the elimination of all inter-
PT traffic, 2) the computation reduction on PTs, and 3) the elimi-
nation of global usage sort. Applying a K = 20% usage skimming
and the softmax approximation increases the inference speedup

to 8.4× over the baseline. The architecturally and algorithmically
optimized HiMA-DNC-D with K = 20% usage skimming shortens
the inference time to 1.95 µs per test. As shown in Figure 11(b), the
run time for history-based write weighting and read weighting in
DNC-D are reduced by 87% and 89% compared to the run time in
DNC, respectively.

7.3 Silicon Area and Power
Both HiMA-DNC and HiMA-DNC-D prototypes contain Nt = 16
PTs, and they implement all the architectural features. Additionally,
HiMA-DNC-D employs a simpler PT and CT due to the elimination
of the inter-PT communication and the associated global processing.
Figure 11(e) compares the silicon area and power consumption of
HiMA-DNC and HiMA-DNC-D to HiMA-baseline. HiMA-DNC has
a PT area of 5.01mm2. The architectural features cost an overhead of
1.8% for the PT over the baseline PT. PT’s memory system occupies
2.07 mm2, including an external memory of 16.4 KB, a linkage
memory of 262 KB and multiple 256 B state memories. The linkage
memory and the external memory account for 81.3% and 4.8% of
the PT memory area, respectively.

Figure 11(c) itemizes the power impact of architectural features:
1) the two-stage sort adds 9% power over the baseline due to the
introduction of local sorters in each PT; 2) adopting the multi-mode
HiMA-NoC increases the power by another 4%; 3) applying the
submatrix-wise partition reduces the total power to 0.9% below
the baseline, where the power saving comes from the reduced data
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Figure 12: (a) Area and power scalability of HiMA-DNC and HiMA-DNC-D to support more tiles and larger external memory;
(b)-(d) speed, area and power comparison of HiMA (Nt = 16) with state-of-the-art MANN accelerators and GPU/CPU (area
efficiency is measured by throughput/area, and energy efficiency is measured by throughput/power).

movement. In all, HiMA-DNC consumes 16.96 W for running a
complete DNC inference.

HiMA-DNC-D has a smaller on-PT linkage memory and the
centralized sorter is eliminated in CT. It results in a reduced PT area
of 4.22 mm2 and a reduced CT area of 0.18 mm2. HiMA-DNC-D
employs a simpler router that only supports CT-PT traffic as DNC-D
eliminates all inter-PT traffic. HiMA-DNC-D uses 16.1% less silicon
area and consumes 39.4% less power than HiMA-DNC.

Figure 11(d) and Figure 11(f) show the kernel and module power
breakdown. Notably, DNC-D reduces the power of history-based
write weighting by 79% due to the elimination of global usage sort
in CT and the usage transfers between CT and PTs. DNC-D also
cuts 98.4% of the router power because of the elimination of all
inter-PT traffic. Since DNC-D allows PT to compute based only
on local memories, the computation and traffic reduction result in
power savings across all relevant kernels and modules.

HiMA can be scaled up with more tiles to support a larger ex-
ternal memory and a higher degree of parallelism. As shown in
Figure 12(a), the power of HiMA-DNC grows super-linearly with
Nt mainly because of the increased traffic and the related compu-
tations on each PT, while DNC-D improves the power scalability
close to the ideal (linear) scaling.

7.4 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Designs
Figure 12(b) compares HiMA’s performance to the state-of-the-
art MANN accelerators as well as an Nvidia 3080-Ti GPU and an
Intel Core i7-9700K CPU. The speedup is normalized to the GPU.
Figure 12(c) and Figure 12(d) compare HiMA’s area and power to
the MANN accelerators. GPU and CPU are omitted in area and
power comparisons since it would be unfair to compare area and
power of an accelerator to general-purpose computing platforms.
The area and power are normalized to Farm [4]. The area is also
normalized based on each design’s process technology.

Farm achieves a 68.5× faster speed over the GPU. Farm’s faster
speed is mainly attributed to its small memory size (up to N = 256)
and mixed-signal designs. However, Farm’s centralized-memory
architecture is not scalable to a larger size to support practical
problems and the mixed-signal computation is not yet feasible at a
large enough scale. The 16-tile NTM acceleratorMANNA [33] utilizes
an H-tree NoC. It achieves a similar speedup as Farm, but it costs
11× area and 32× power to support 20× larger external memory

than Farm. MANNA still cannot run DNC due to the lack of support
for history-based memory access.

HiMA-baseline uses the same H-tree NoC asMANNA and it sup-
ports DNC’s history-based memory access. It has a 4× larger ex-
ternal memory than Farm while using only 3.16× the area of Farm.
HiMA-baseline consumes a higher power thanMANNA to support
DNC’s history-based mechanisms. HiMA-DNC achieves a 1.39×
faster speed over HiMA-baseline thanks to the architectural fea-
tures. The overhead of the architectural features is almost negligi-
ble, which explains why HiMA-DNC uses similar area and power
as HiMA-baseline. HiMA-DNC-D takes advantage of the DNC-D
model to increase the speed by 8.4× over HiMA-baseline and re-
duces the area by 14.4% and power by 38.8% over HiMA-baseline.
Compared toMANNA that was designed in a 15nm technology, the
40nm HiMA-DNC-D demonstrates 39.1× faster speed, 164.3× better
area efficiency and 61.2× better energy efficiency.

8 CONCLUSION
We present HiMA, a distributed, tile-based accelerator, to efficiently
speed up history-based memory access for advanced MANN mod-
els like DNC. A multi-mode NoC is designed to support different
traffic patterns and improve latency and scalability. Submatrix-wise
memory partition is developed to minimize the amount of data
movements. To achieve better hardware efficiency, we leverage the
tiled architecture to design a two-stage usage sort. To fundamen-
tally improve the efficiency of HiMA’s distributed architecture, we
distribute not only memory, but also memory operations to the tiles
in the form of a new DNC-D model. The HiMA compute kernels
can be further optimized by skimming insignificant usage entries
and applying an efficient approximation to the softmax function.

We create two HiMA architectural prototypes: HiMA-DNC that
runs DNC and HiMA-DNC-D that runs DNC-D. The results show
that HiMA-DNC and HiMA-DNC-D achieve 6.47× and 39.1× higher
speed, 22.8× and 164.3× better area efficiency, and 6.1× and 61.2×
better energy efficiency thanMANNA, the state-of-the-art tiledMANN
accelerator for NTM. Compared to an Nvidia 3080Ti GPU, HiMA-
DNC and HiMA-DNC-D outperform by up to 437× and 2,646× in
speed, respectively.
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